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**Trains Challenge**

Complete the multiple choice activity.

___ 1. The conductor shouts this when ready to go  
   a. brakeman  b. depot  c. locomotive  d. all aboard

___ 2. An employee who drives an engine  
   a. engineer  b. flagman  c. locomotive  d. depot

___ 3. The chief of a train crew  
   a. engineer  b. conductor  c. locomotive  d. caboose

___ 4. A staffed car at the rear end of freight trains (no longer required on all freight trains)  
   a. engineer  b. conductor  c. caboose  d. brakeman

___ 5. Railroad station  
   a. depot  b. locomotive  c. caboose  d. engineer

___ 6. One who assists the engineer and checks on the operation of the brakes  
   a. timetable  b. all aboard  c. caboose  d. brakeman

___ 7. A document that has the schedules of all the trains of a line  
   a. flagman  b. timetable  c. conductor  d. rail

___ 8. A self-propelled vehicle  
   a. locomotive  b. rail  c. depot  d. all aboard

___ 9. A steel bar used, usually in pairs, as a track for railroad cars  
   a. all aboard  b. rail  c. locomotive  d. conductor

___ 10. A member of the train crew who provides flag protection  
    a. flagman  b. timetable  c. conductor  d. all aboard